Franklin Tinsley was born more than three months premature, but neonatal treatment and an innovative Nursing School program at HUP have risen Franklin and many other 'preemies' a lease on life.

Franklin Tinsley's parents, Warren and Pamela Tinsley, were glad to see their son back home from the University of Pennsylvania on March 19, after it was determined that he was healthy and growing. He is now in the stage of development normally associated with a two-month-old infant.

Bakewell visited the Tinsley home on April 1 for the last time. From the work to ensure Franklin, doctors and nurses in the field are now able to manage the baby's development with the parents and answer any questions they might have had.

Ronald Tinsley said Bakewell's visits and the study of this child in the hospital have been a great help to the parents. "It's been of immesurable assistance," he said. "This effective assurance that's been offered in Denver and the psychological effect that it's having, somehow you can tell it.

In addition to the home visits, Bakewell is available by phone if the parents have any concerns or questions. She can also refer the family to other experts in the medical field, the parents, and can "get a chance to talk to the parents that have a much deeper knowledge of the medical and technical aspects." Bakewell said her experience with these families is helping her as a medical professional. "I don't see how you can possibly be a good physician and not be good with people."

A scene Quadratics' production of 'Jesus Christ Superstar' at the Vineyard auditorium, where the acoustics and the sound system were improved. The cast worked together, and the performances were improved.

The singing is also most successful when the cast works together. The sound system was improved, and the performances were improved.

\[Continued on page 14\]
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### Campus Events

**THE TRADITION LIVES ON BUTCHER 2 - 1982**

**CAMPUS COPY CENTER**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Offset Printing</th>
<th>XEROX Copies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Typesetting</em></td>
<td><em>Resumes / Brochures</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Binding</em></td>
<td><em>Binding</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>382-1829</td>
<td>382-1829</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### News In Brief

**Freeze backers win debate in House**

**WASHINGTON** - House freeze backers won a weekend-long debate today as the House voted 221-171 to adopt a proposal that would freeze production of chemical weapons. The freeze backers, who had been supporting a proposal that would freeze production of chemical weapons, said that their proposal was the only one that would freeze production of chemical weapons.

**Israel: Syria may begin war**

**JERUSALEM** - Israeli security sources today said that Syria might be preparing for war, and the military command ordered two Israeli and four Arab battalions to the Israeli town of Khalil, near the ceasefire line in Lebanon.

**Gersenhaber resolves voting dispute**

**BOSTON** - The Gersenhaber case, which involves the clinician educators' right to vote in the school's economic union, has been resolved.

### Make your next semester more rewarding.

**We'll help you get more out of college, gain valuable job experience — and pay for it too.**

If you have an interest in sales, advertising, or business in general, you might have a part-time job for you next year as a member of our Advertising Sales Staff.

We're The Daily Pennsylvanian, Penn's 7,000-student daily newspaper. Recently named one of the three best college newspapers in the United States, our experience, knowledge, and resources can provide you with a professional background and training. As a member of our Advertising Sales Staff, we will help you develop sales and business-oriented income, meet new people, and develop new skills.

This is an opportunity for ambitious, dedicated, enthusiastic students — and you don't need past sales experience. We have a limited number of positions available, so apply early with your resume. candidacy acceptance is on a first-come, first-served basis.

If this sounds good to you, come to our information session Thursday, April 24 at 5 p.m. in the D406 office. We'll tell you more about the Sales Staff, answer your questions, and schedule an interview time. For more information, contact Eric Richi, Sales Manager, at 215-599-7370.

You can't get experience like this anywhere else on campus.

---

**SPRING FLING HAPPY HOUR**

Doc Watson's

39th & Sansom

Friday, April 22nd

4:30 - 7:30

**Specials on all mixed drinks**
2 for 1 pitchers

½ price pizzas

Also join us for
A Spring Fling wind up party
Sunday, April 24th

2 for 1 pitchers of Heineken
A Look Back
Flinging Into The Past

Crafts fair turns into party-fest as time goes by. By DAVID DINGLE

There was a magical thing for me as a child visiting Franklin Field
before the end of classes. My father and I would come to see track
meetings, and I enjoyed doing crafts at the carnival. My father would
also take me to the Philadelphia Museum of Art, where I spent
hours admiring the paintings.

But Beverley Johnson, who was a student at the University of
Pennsylvania in the 1950s, had a different experience. She was
invited to be a member of the Relay staff, and she was able to
participate in the carnival for free. She recalls how much fun
she had doing crafts, and how much she enjoyed the
atmosphere at Franklin Field.

Johnson's story is one of many that have been told about the
history of the Penn Relays. The event has been a part of
Philadelphia's cultural landscape for over 120 years, and it continues
to attract thousands of visitors each year.

Penn Relays give many a running start on life

By STEPHANIE BRANSON

"It's a story of dreams," said Dave Lachman,
who is the executive director of the Penn
Relays. "It's a story of determination, and
it's a story of hard work."

The Penn Relays are one of the oldest
track and field events in the world, and
they have a rich history. They were
founded in 1895 by George Widener,
who wanted to create a competitive
event that would bring together the
best athletes from around the world.

The Penn Relays have hosted
some of the greatest athletes in
track and field history, including
Oscar Newman and Barack Obama.

But the Penn Relays aren't just
about the athletes. They are also
about the fans, who come from all
different parts of the world to
watch the races and cheer on their
favorites.

The Penn Relays have a long
history of tradition, and they have
a strong connection to Philadelphia.

The event has been a part of
the city's cultural landscape for
years, and it continues to be a
source of pride for the people
of Philadelphia.

But the Penn Relays are not
just about tradition. They are
also about the future. They provide
athletes with a chance to
prove themselves and to
achieve their dreams.

The Penn Relays are a
remarkable event, and they
have a special place in
the hearts of many people.

But the Penn Relays are not
just about the past. They are
also about the present and
the future. They are a
source of inspiration
for athletes and fans alike.
Skyline Drives into Criticism

Skyline's, SVS, and company. Peter Caniels surely details the plot of "Bitch," "Knee Lumping," "Patching Crew," "Loopy Oats," and "Skid Row 1," a "Synthesizer Tape." The author himself is present in the story, which is a conglomerate of several different stories that can come to mind at any time due to the author's lack of organization. The author does not seem to have a clear idea of what he is writing about, and his writing is so disjointed that it is impossible to follow the plot or understand the characters. The author seems to be using random words and phrases without any real meaning, and the story is full of errors and typos.

Letters to the Editor

THE BIG PICTURE/Jimmy Guflerman

Sleep is life's greatest pleasure: better sex (although sex exclusively consumes the sleep that inevitably follows it, better rock 'n' roll, even better than cheese!)

Letters to the Editor

To The Editor:

In my column, "The Sleep That Follows," I wrote about the importance of getting enough sleep. I mentioned that sleep is crucial for overall health and well-being. I also wrote about the negative effects of sleep deprivation and the importance of prioritizing sleep. I hope that my readers will consider these points and make an effort to get enough sleep each night.

The Ranger Replies

To The Editor:

I agree with your analysis of the situation. The Army issue is a complex one, and it requires a thoughtful and measured response. I believe that the Army should be allowed to advertise on campus, but it should also be held accountable for its actions. The Army has a history of discrimination and mistreatment of natural born citizens who do not want to serve. I believe that the Army's advertising should be subject to the same regulations as other campus groups.

The Army Issue: A Different Argument

To The Editor:

I write in response to the article "The Army Issue: A Different Argument" by Peter Caniels. While I understand his perspective, I believe that the Army should not be allowed to advertise on campus. In the article, he argues that the Army is entitled to the same rights as any other organization. However, the Army's actions go beyond mere advertising. The Army is known for its aggressive recruitment tactics and its history of discrimination. I believe that the University should take a stronger stance against the Army's presence on campus.

Remember, It's Just a Game

To The Editor:

I write to respond to the article "Remember, It's Just a Game" by Peter Caniels. While I understand his perspective, I believe that the Army should not be allowed to advertise on campus. In the article, he argues that the Army is entitled to the same rights as any other organization. However, the Army's actions go beyond mere advertising. The Army is known for its aggressive recruitment tactics and its history of discrimination. I believe that the University should take a stronger stance against the Army's presence on campus.
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FLING FOR CHARITY

Greeks have fun to raise funds

By MARILYN CROWLEY

Surf-n-Turf Skewers with Salad $4.95 - Friday, Saturday and Sunday... Sizzling Skewers

The Warehouse. 4040 Locust St. Mon.-Sat. 10-10, Sun. 12-6

THE GLASS OF '83.

This semester discover a better way to study European history. Kronenberg is the beer that's been toasted since 1666. It's a traditional German Pilsner with a crisp, clean flavor that complements studying. Enjoy Kronenberg with a glass of red wine or your favorite food. Don't let the dollar bills confuse you. It's worth the investment.

Stephen A. Seidel
Attorney at Law
350 Market St., Suite 500
Philadelphia, PA 19106
215-734-5700

UNDERGRAD ROOM SELECTION CONTINUED...

322 undergrads are on the Upperclass Wait List. 513 vacancies exist in undergrad areas.

1. U.W.L. applicants should visit the Assignment Office by 5 p.m. today to review the list of specific room numbers available.
2. By 5 p.m. you should submit a list of room numbers you would accept if your number is reached.
3. Successful assignments will be posted by Tuesday, April 26.
4. You must sign your occupancy agreement by Friday, April 29.

To Those Already Assigned...
Lists of roommates, phone numbers, mailbox numbers will be available for your perusal at reception desks, and the Assignment Office by April 27.

ALL - HAVE A GOOD SUMMER!!

Now the only reason to take a train in Europe is if you can't drive. If you're going to Europe this summer, don't use a train. See it from behind the wheel of a Hertz car. It's less expensive than a European rail pass. And it costs even less in many cases there's no drop off charge. And unlike some car companies, Hertz's minimum renting age is 18 years old.

What's more, our prices are guaranteed in local currency through March 31, 1984. No matter how much the dollar fluctuates, our rates won't.

Hertz also saves you money when you're off the road. We offer discounts at over 1,500 hotels in Europe, including Holiday Inn, Best Western, and Super 8. We also give you a 10% discount on rail tickets when you rent a car with us.

For full details, call your travel agent. Or call Hertz at 1-800-654-3000. If you think going by train is cheaper, you'd be pleased to discover you're way off track.

THE '1 WAY TO RENT A CAR.
The Daily Pennsylvanian
Tenth Anniversary

The 1983-84 Needs Test Form and Supplemental Enrollments for the 1983-84 Academic Year.

LOAN (GSL) OFFICE, 232 LOGAN HALL, BETWEEN THE NEEDS TEST FORMS FOR THE 1983-84 ACADEMIC YEAR

Let everything that hath breath praise the Lord. PRAISE THE LORD.

The Daily Pennsylvanian

CAMPUS CLUBS & ORGANIZATIONS:

Introduce your organization to freshmen, transfers and all new students in The Daily Pennsylvania Summer Issue

This special four-section, 60-plus page comprehensive introduction to Pennsylvania is mailed to new students at their homes during the summer. The issue includes the highlights of the past year plus guides on who’s who, what to do, and where to go when they arrive on campus in the fall.

Place your advertising now before finals and the end-of-the-year rush.

Final Ad Deadline: May 17

Students aid ballot drive

If outdated from page 1

College Junior Robert Spelt, who coordinated some registration efforts on campus, said yesterday that his group has distributed more than 400 absentee ballot applications.

Bill Spelt, who is one of the 100 student registrars, Democrats, said the group has won the initiative to apply for an absentee ballot.

A student's group, which is large enough to win the primary, is required to fill in the hours of 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. before the election.

The 1983-84 NEEDS TEST FORM and SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION FORM MUST ACCOMPANY THE GUARANTEED STUDENT LOAN APPLICATION FOR SUMMER SESSION II ENROLLMENTS AND THE 1983-84 ACADEMIC YEAR.

COMPLETED GSL APPLICATIONS FOR THE 1983-84 SCHOOL YEAR SHOULD BE FILED PRIOR TO JULY 1, 1983.

ATTENTION GUARANTEED LOAN APPLICANTS FOR 1983-84

CAMPUS CLUBS & ORGANIZATIONS:

The Deep
Scuba course takes students for a dive

The 1983-84 Needs Test Form and Supplemental Enrollments for the 1983-84 Academic Year.

LOAN (GSL) OFFICE, 232 LOGAN HALL, BETWEEN THE NEEDS TEST FORMS FOR THE 1983-84 ACADEMIC YEAR

Let everything that hath breath praise the Lord. PRAISE THE LORD.
"Preamies" get a second chance

"Jeal and sleep," Pamela Insley said. "Are best for the child. They also improve a baby's eating habits, general health."

Pamela and Susan discussed the baby's specialized care. The three-year study, in which the parents of normal term babies will be more irritable. "Preemies" are taking part, is funded by a $264,000 grant from the Robert Tinslevs.

The researchers will examine the health of the infant. They will do so by a neonatal intensive care unit is special care of nurses like Bakewdl. She said that the incidence of child abuse and separation is high for these high-stressed families.

"We just say to them, 'Here's a beautiful baby,'" she said. "They come in and see the baby, but they don't provide any support for their highly stressed environment." She said that the incidence of economic pressures facing families is high. "Parents are often under economic pressure because they may have to work to care for the baby. These pressures can be overwhelming for a high-risk baby, and the frequency of premature births is highest among poor people." The researchers believe that the program of nurses like Bakewdl is successful.

The researchers will examine the health of the infant. They will do so by a neonatal intensive care unit is special care of nurses like Bakewdl. She said that the incidence of child abuse and separation is high for these high-stressed families.

"We just say to them, 'Here's a beautiful baby,'" she said. "They come in and see the baby, but they don't provide any support for their highly stressed environment." She said that the incidence of economic pressures facing families is high. "Parents are often under economic pressure because they may have to work to care for the baby. These pressures can be overwhelming for a high-risk baby, and the frequency of premature births is highest among poor people." The researchers believe that the program of nurses like Bakewdl is successful.

Celebrating the end of the year with us! FRI, SAT & SUN

Prime ribs of beef $7.95

Flounder $6.50

Crab meat $4.95

H.A. Winston & Co.

Attention Advertisers! Make Your End of Year Advertising Plans Now

Last Week of Publication

Attention Advertisers! Make Your End of Year Advertising Plans Now

Graduation/Alumni Weekend Issue

This special issue of The Daily Pennsylvanian offers a goodbye for graduating Penn

Freshman/New Student Issue

This issue is your first chance to reach new students, and the only chance to reach them before they go on campus for the first time. A huge number of incoming freshmen and transfer students — and for the first time, many incoming graduate (law, medical, Wharton) students as well. And you can reach them in an issue that's read cover to cover. The cost for one half for one day is $100. N

For the real taste of beer Pabst is the place.

The UNIVERSITY OF ST. LUCIA

School of Medicine

invites you to participate in

A GREAT ADVENTURE IN MEDICAL EDUCATION

The UNIVERSITY OF ST. LUCIA

School of Medicine

invites you to participate in

A GREAT ADVENTURE IN MEDICAL EDUCATION

The Baltimore Sun is a newspaper in Baltimore, Maryland. The paper is owned by The Baltimore Sun Company.

The Daily Pennsylvanian is a newspaper published by the student body at the University of Pennsylvania. The paper is known for its coverage of campus events and student life.
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CELEBRATE
SPRING FLING
WITH A
PENN
PARTY
FRIDAY NIGHT
at the
SECOND STORY
1127 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA

DOORS OPEN AT 10:00
OPEN BAR 10 UNTIL MIDNIGHT
ADMISSION $10 TIL 12
LADIES FREE ’TIL MIDNIGHT
$5 AFTER 12:00

University I.D. and proof of age required

MEMBERSHIPS
ARE AVAILABLE
INFORMATION
925-1127

College dean wins fellowship
Zingg to conduct administrative research

Zingg, who has been with the University for six years, is one of 30 fellows selected nationwide. Three fellows were interviewed and two were selected.
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Zingg said he was interested in working on several projects, including increasing interaction and working with administrators on various projects. Each fellow has two "men-tors" who are senior administrators to advise and make recommendations.
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"Superstar" has few sins
(Continued from page 1)
Kerstie Scott as Pontius Pilate, which is one of the most mobile members of the few cast. The other highlight of her performance is her wistful version of "Could We Start Again?"

Other winning performances were Jeffrey Scott as Pontius Pilate, and Brian Carson as King Herod. Scott is currently the lead in the show and is often quoted as the most emotional performing Jesus when he commands Pilate to "keep them alive through an emotion packed song." Although Carson appears in only one number, he enhances the show as he offers comedy amid intense drama. He is especially fitting as the doubting monarch who waxes Jesus to perform miracles on the spot.

The rest of the cast functions as a unit — each member seems to contribute an equal amount to the show. The axioms especially, who usually assume the role of stage, clothing, and occasional stage dance. The stamina of the players share in the burden as well. They tackle the huge task of making the various costumes and setting of nhạcs Quadrin act. Should have perhaps abandoned the project. But when they didn't, they didn't. "Jesus Christ Superstar" is quite a failure.

"American Dance On Film: Views And Reviews"
A Series Sponsored by Philadelphia Dance Alliance and the Neighborhood Film Project
Enjoy Dinner At Eden; Listen To Renowned Dance Critics Discuss Classic Dance Films; Have Dessert On Us; And Join Us In Celebrating National Dance Week
LOCATION: international House/Eden at international House
3701 Chestnut St   Phila. 267-5750
TICKETS: $2 for students, senior citizens, unemployed and I. House members
For Information on these and other NATIONAL DANCE WEEK events, call the Philadelphia Dance Alliance at 584-2300.

Put a little spring in your step... eat at Saladalley.
The fresh alternative
Saladalley
1720 Sansom St    •    THE BOURSE, AT INDEPENDENCE MAIL    •    4040 LOCUST ST
38th & Chestnut Philadelphia, PA.
Invites All Flingers To Join Them In A Spring Celebration With Tabagie & The Keystone Rythm
AND A SPRING FLING SATURDAY SPECIAL WITH Billy Price & The Keystone Rythm

Summer at Iona
UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE COURSES
COURSES IN ARTS, SCIENCE AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION INCLUDING: COMPUTER SCIENCE, LABORATORY SCIENCE, HEALTH CARE, ADMINISTRATION, CONSTRUCTION FACILITIES MANAGEMENT, GERONTOLOGY, FAMILY COUNSELING, SOCIAL SCIENCES, HUMANITIES, FOREIGN LANGUAGES, MANY OTHER DISCIPLINES
SPECIAL PROGRAMS
SUMMER MINI SESSION • SPECIAL INTEREST, WORKSHOPS/SEMINARS, SPECIAL INSTITUTES, SUMMER THEATRE FESTIVAL, COMPUTER DAY CAMPS, INDEPENDENT STUDY OPTIONS, CONTINUING EDUCATION
DAY, EVENING AND WEEKEND CLASSES
7 EVENING SESSIONS • 3 DAY SESSIONS WESTCHESTER AND ROCKLAND CAMPUSES
CALL TODAY FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL THE DIRECTOR OF SPECIAL SESSIONS AT 914-663-2100 EXT. 592 OR RETURN THE COUPON BELOW.
MAIL IN REGISTRATION NOW BEING ACCEPTED
REMINDER
About the
SPRING FLING
CONCERT
Date and time on tickets is wrong.
Concert is on Sun., Apr. 24 at 6 PM.
Last day to exchange vouchers. Vouchers not good for admission.
Exchange vouchers today from 12 Noon to 6 PM at the Annenberg Box Office.
Tickets available at Annenberg for $5.50 with Penn ID. Annenberg open tomorrow (4/23) 12 Noon to 9 PM.

A Presidential Fling
IT'S SPRING, for real this time, and there can only mean one thing, which starts with Fling and April...
Yes, Fling! President Sheldon Hackney kicked off his campaign with the traditional Presidents' Week private. Good weather was even expected for today, and maybe even the rest of the weekend, and Hackney will make an appearance in the starting game.

Steve Burdowetz
Sports Copy Editor
FRITZ FORCHHEIM
JAMES NAYMARK
Photo/Art Editor

STEVE BURDOWETZ
Sports Copy Editor
FRITZ FORCHHEIM
JAMES NAYMARK
Photo/Art Editor

Fling Deli
Munch
38th & Spruce St.
Thursday, Friday, Saturday & Sunday
Free ¼ lb Cole Slaw, ¼ lb Potato Salad, ¼ lb Macaroni Salad

FREE ¼ lb Cole Slaw, ¼ lb Potato Salad, ¼ lb Macaroni Salad
With $5.00 Dell Purchase
April 21, 22, 23 & 24

The Best
Haircut On or
Off Campus.
NEW MINI SERVICE!
We'll cut it, you blow it dry, just \$15.00
The Precision Haircut.
NEW YORK NEW YORK
2012 Walnut St.
567-2722

EXPOSED IS A SEXY, STYLISH AND PROVOCATIVE FANTASIA ABOUT HIGH FASHION, TERRORISM AND CLASSICAL MUSIC...
WRITER-DIRECTOR JAMES TOBACK LIBERATES NASTASSIA KINSKI'S THESPIAN TALENT, SOMETHING GLORIOUS TO SEE!"-Michael Sragow, ROLLING STONE MAGAZINE
"EXPOSED IS FUN, AND THE FIRST MOVIE IN WHICH NASTASSIA KINSKI HAS SEEMED TO BE FULLY ALIVE."-Pauline Kael
"A SLIPPERY THRILLER THAT FEATURES NASTASSIA KINSKI'S BEST WORK TO DATE!"-Peter Rainer, MADISON MAGAZINE
"A HYPNOTICALLY LURID, AMUSING, KINKILY ROMANTIC MELODRAMA...NASTASSIA KINSKI IS A VIBRANT JOY...NO LESS IMPRESSIVE IS THE SEDUCTIVELY MOODY RUDOLF NUREYEV. THEY MAKE BEAUTIFUL MUSIC TOGETHER!"-Guy Flaherty, COSMOPOLITAN
"NASTASSIA KINSKI APPEARS TO WORK WITH AN INVISIBLE WAND THAT MAKES EVERYTHING MAGICALLY CREDIBLE."
-Bruce Williamson, PLAYBOY MAGAZINE
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"A HYPNOTICALLY LURID, AMUSING, KINKILY ROMANTIC MELODRAMA...NASTASSIA KINSKI IS A VIBRANT JOY...NO LESS IMPRESSIVE IS THE SEDUCTIVELY MOODY RUDOLF NUREYEV. THEY MAKE BEAUTIFUL MUSIC TOGETHER!"-Guy Flaherty, COSMOPOLITAN
"NASTASSIA KINSKI APPEARS TO WORK WITH AN INVISIBLE WAND THAT MAKES EVERYTHING MAGICALLY CREDIBLE."
-Bruce Williamson, PLAYBOY MAGAZINE

亲斯基 纽瑞夫

NOW SHOWING!
CALL THEATRE FOR FEATURE TIMES

A James Toback Film. Nastassia Kinski, Rudolf Nureyev. EXPOSED!

Certified teachers, MSW's and BSW's are invited to apply.
Challenging positions open. Financial assistance available.
Interviews now being scheduled for orientation courses to be held in the fall in Israel. If you think you qualify, call today.

ISRAEL ALIYAH CENTER

"NEW MINI SERVICE"
We'll cut it, shampoo it, cut it, dry it, just $15.00

"The Precision Haircut."
Faculty, Ehrlich meet

(Continued from page 1)
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 Classified Ads

**Quaker Oats**

Lubavitch House - 4032 Spruce St. 7:30 pm
Free of Charge for information call 222-3130
an enjoyable and enriching experience for everyone regardless of background

**M. Lacrosse**

**Rendere**

Congratulations on getting your new job at A.F. May God always give you the desires of your heart.

Much Love, Rita & Helen

**3729 Locust Walk**

**Starting Monday, April 25**

**The Princeton Record Exchange**

over 25,000 different LP's are at THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

3729 Locust Walk

988-7595

**Happy Birthday**

Julie

Love, Kenny

and Helen really enjoy your

**Real Gold is a timeless tradition...**

Discover the Real Value.**

**Quakers**

HAPPY – You’re invited! tonight, why not check out our softball team of LP's when it plays the heroes of the "LP's" softball world on Sunday. The time is 2 p.m. The place is the field of High Rise North.

MILLENIUM – We don't know how many times he's been, but midleweight Nicky Moulton, a Penn student, will be going on Sunday, April 23, 1983, at 2 p.m. in the Field House. He can be seen in the crowd next to Bob Soldek. But he's having a party anyway, for soccer team candidates, at the Training Room, 6:30 pm, on April 16th.

JULIUS – She's the pretty girl in the world, and she's in town this weekend to celebrate or to enroll in a university that is really a barefoot shoe for LP's parents. But forget about Hina, It's The Little Moses' birthday. We have it, the happiest one.

Rendere - Congratulations on getting your new job at A.P. May God always give you the desires of your heart.

Much Love, Rita & Helen

**Shabbos' Dinner**

Place your classifieds at the D.P. office - 4018 Walnut Street, 2nd floor.

Cost: 200 per word, per day
Deadline: 5 p.m. two days before publication

**Lubavitch House**

- 4032 Spruce St. 7:30 pm
Free of Charge for information call 222-3130
an enjoyable and enriching experience for everyone regardless of background

**Quaker Oats**
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Congratulations on getting your new job at A.F. May God always give you the desires of your heart.

Much Love, Rita & Helen

**3729 Locust Walk**

**Starting Monday, April 25**

**The Princeton Record Exchange**

over 25,000 different LP's are at THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

3729 Locust Walk

988-7595

**Happy Birthday**

Julie

Love, Kenny

and Helen really enjoy your
**W. Track at Cornell tomorrow**

**BO. T. MORTENSEN**

The track meet will be held in conjunction with Cornell's 100th anniversary celebration of the coming of spring, the Cornellian, and the US Olympic Trials. The Quakers can be expected to keep up their normally high spirits.

**M. Tennis - two matches today at Navy**

**B. RANDROBERTS**

Coming off a tough loss to Columbia, the men's tennis team must agree to some work to put last matches of the season against Princeton and Pennsylvania.

"As far as I'm concerned, it's history," Glennem Mertel said. "But you always want to get back into the win column and get over that same emotion." It was a very tough loss against Columbia," Rich Schrader said. "Everyone was very disappointed. Now we just have to get back into it."
**DP SPORTS**

**Friday, April 22, 1983**

**Spring Fling**

**H. Crew just about ready to peak**

**Different attitude this year as team prepares for Yale**

**B. GAMSEITNER**

There’s a different philosophy around Penn nowadays. The attitude isn’t bad or exploitive, it’s quite confident. The coach probably has no team that isn’t capable of winning at any time. But he knows that he has to choreograph his team, and that he needs to peak at the Eastern Conference and the NCAA championships. There’s a new sense of urgency here.

Thursdays, Penn coach Ted Nash said, is for practices with the Harvard Lightship and Boston University. The problem is that the Penn men don’t have an Eastern Conference championship, so they don’t have a lot of speed to peak on. But Nash said that the Harvard Lightship and Boston University are the teams that the Penn men need to beat.

The Penn men are confident about finishing in the top three this year. Nash said that they have a lot of depth on their team and that they are ready to peak.

**B. STEVENS-BROWNING**

There have been many occasions this year when Penn, on paper, has traveled well to face Harvard and Dartmouth, and then comes the disappointment at the Ivy League championship. And there have been many occasions this year when Penn teams have started out better than their opponents, only to lose at the last minute. Coach Nash said that the men’s basketball team will be playing against Cambridge and Harvard this weekend, and he is a little hesitant to call Penn a definite winner for the weekend.

Three goals this season, Nash said, pointed to the fact that Penn’s men have improved and are improving.

The feeling that people have is that they have

ChildsCup, the Quakers viewed the race as a beneficial experience.

Midterm this spring, the Cambridge-Harvard race is something that the Quakers can use as a benchmark.

The junior- and sophomore-four rowers are scheduled to be absent, and another eight, composed of two seniors and two freshmen, are not scheduled to row.
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